
3 Simple Steps to Successful  
Channel Management  

For Small Lodging Providers
Learn how to quickly and easily promote your B&B, 

guesthouse, or independent hotel across  
a variety of channels.



The small hotelier’s 
dream is now a reality…
You need to promote your independent hotel, but you’re not 
quite sure where to start. That’s okay! Perhaps, you’ve heard 
that listing your hotel through online travel agents (OTAs), 
and managing these listings is crucial for expanding your 
online reach and visibility. This is true! However, managing 
these channels effectively is also incredibly important for 
optimising your online reach.

Channel managers empower independent hoteliers by 
streamlining the listing process, allowing hoteliers to easily 
control and evaluate their property listings across multiple 
channels. To help you incorporate a channel manager into 
your marketing and distribution strategy, we will first answer 
common questions regarding channel managers, then guide 
you through an easy, three-step process for setting one up!
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What is a channel? 

A channel is any business that markets your property and 
generates bookings on your behalf. If you take bookings 
directly through your hotel’s website using a booking engine, 
then you also operate your own channel.

Businesses that specialise in marketing your property 
generate bookings in exchange for a commission. These 
businesses are called online travel agents, or OTAs. You can 
have direct connections with OTAs, or you may access OTAs 
through Global Distribution Systems that serve the travel 
industry. You may also choose to promote through niche 
channels, such as small or regional retail agents in target 
markets. For instance, your hotel wants to target customers 
looking for a surfing holiday.

In order to generate bookings for you, a channel (for example 
Expedia) needs to know what accommodations you offer 
and your rates. This information is produced by your rate 
card and room availability. We will further address how to 
update and maintain this information in the What is channel 
management, and why do I need a channel manager? 
section. 

When a guest books a room, the channel provides you 
with information concerning the transaction, including the 
type of accommodation, the dates, the price, and any other 
important information. After you receive this info, you will 
need to update your inventory to account for the booking.
As a sidenote, it is a good idea to view your own booking 
engine as another channel. By doing so, you can measure, 
analyse, and compare direct bookings with other OTA 
channels.
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Why do I need a channel?

Without a channel, you shoulder the entire burden of 
marketing your property. Typically, the small hotelier cannot 
match the reach of channel partners in finding prospective 
customers. Also, as a small hotelier, managing all of your 
hotel’s marketing, while trying to effectively manage your 
property with limited resources, is a daunting prospect.

Moreover, channel partners are paid commissions only when 
they generate bookings for you. As a commission-based 
partnership, there’s no downside to adding channel partners. 
It is wise to add primary channel partners that penetrate 
different markets, effectively expanding your reach. Even in 
the same market, various channels may perform differently 
due to their unique marketing approaches. 

Therefore, you may wish to consider working with, then 
evaluating a variety of partners as part of your long-term 
plan.

What is an OTA, and what is a GDS?

OTA
OTAs (Online Travel Agents) are travel agencies that 
specialise in marketing travel products, such as flights 
and hotel accommodations, over the internet to generate 
bookings from online customers.

There are a number of OTAs, ranging from major, global 
players that cater to a broad base of customers, to niche 
companies that specialise in marketing to a small segment of 
prospective customers, based on geography or other criteria.
 
In today’s distribution landscape, OTAs play a large role in 
generating bookings for hotels. According to a recent study 
by Phocuswright, a trusted travel research authority, OTAs 
generated 58% of online bookings for U.S.-based independent 
hotels in 2015, compared to just under 50% for hotel chains. 
The study also revealed that OTAs’ value is even more 
significant in Europe. Nearly 75% of online bookings for 
independent hotels in Europe were generated by OTAs.

Among all the OTAs, Priceline (which includes Booking.com) 
and Expedia (which acquired Orbitz in 2015 to garner the top 
spot in size) hold a dominant position worldwide. Reportedly, 
forecasts suggest that Priceline and Expedia — combined — 
will command a 94% share of the OTA market by 2020.

Without a channel, you 
shoulder the entire 

burden of marketing 
your property
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While niche players may account for a tiny fraction of global 
traffic, smaller OTAs still play a vital role in generating 
bookings for independent properties that rely on the channel’s 
regional or niche market reach. Although small, these OTAs 
are well-worth the attention of independent hoteliers.

GDS
Global Distribution Systems (GDSs) had their origins in the 
aviation industry, as airlines started introducing automation 
to manage flight bookings. Over time, these systems 
expanded to include hotel accommodations, car rentals, and 
other travel services.

Due to ongoing expansions, mergers, and acquisitions, 
the number of GDSs has varied over time. However, in 
today’s landscape, GDSs provide access to half-a-million 
travel agents worldwide, as well as corporate bookers and 
consortia. Today, HotelRez GDS is the preferred partner of 
DerbySoft, offering access to a number of primary OTAs. 
In addition to empowering the content of ‘traditional’ travel 
agency platforms, HotelRez GDS also provides pricing, 
availability, and reservation functionality to many online travel 
agencies.

By offering core support for business travel and underlying 
support for many OTAs, GDSs are essential to booking in the 
travel industry.

What is channel management, and why 
do I need a channel manager?

As we covered earlier, your channel requires information 
regarding rates and room availability in order to generate 
bookings. Clearly, as you receive bookings, your room 
availability changes, which may change your rates as well. 
This information must be shared over multiple channels to 
ensure rate parity and prevent overbooking.

To do this manually, you need to log into each channel 
and continually update your information. This is clearly 
impossible, even for a small number of channel partners. You 
may be tempted to pre-allocate a certain number of rooms to 
each of your channels, then allow the channel to track its own 
inventory to make sure there is no overbooking.

However, demand is not reliably predictive. 

Consider this scenario. One channel books all of its allocated 
rooms and is now unable to accept more reservations, 
while the hotel rooms allocated to other channels are still 
available. This form of ‘partitioned inventory approach’ avoids 
overbooking, but it doesn’t prevent underutilisation.

However, a high-quality channel manager is fully aware of 
changing inventory information, as well as booking data. 

By ensuring that all channels are updated with real-time 
information, your automated channel manager prevents both 
overbooking and underutilisation. 

While a channel manager may still allow you to adopt a 
partitioned inventory approach, a good channel manager 
allows you to utilise the pooled inventory model, a simpler 
and more effective method. In this model, all rooms are 
equally available to all channels at all times. When a booking 
is made by any channel, the channel manager automatically 
conveys the transaction details with the booking engine, 
which then informs all channels of the changes in rate and 
availability.
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Partitioned Inventory

Exclusive allocations to channels On-demand allocations to channels

.................... Channel 1 .................... Channel 1

.................... Channel 2 .................... Channel 2

.................... Channel 3 .................... Channel 3

.................... Channel 4 .................... Channel 4

Pooled Inventory



What makes a good channel manager? 

A high-quality channel manager allows you to easily connect 
with primary channels to effectively generate bookings and 
expand your online presence. 

What to look for in a channel manager?

• It must work with your rates and availability information.
• It must work with the primary channels.
 - Specifically, it should support sites you are  
   already using.
 - And, it should offer other channels to expand 
   your reach.

• It must support pooled inventory distribution to maximise 
booking opportunities.

• It must offer an easy-to-use management interface.
• It should monitor the performance of each channel to 

allow ongoing evaluations.
• It must support a variety of reports to help identify 

successful distribution partners, helping to refine rate and 
inventory policies.

STEP 1: Go online with your own website 
and online booking engine.

Establishing an online presence is not strictly a prerequisite 
for setting-up an online booking engine. While it provides 
the capability of receiving direct bookings through your 
website, a commission-free channel, your online reach 
also establishes a rates and availability database for your 
property.

Some hotels, typically larger hotels and hotel chains, develop 
in-house systems to maintain property and reservation 
information. These systems are known as a Property 
Management System (PMS) and a Central Reservation 
System (CRS).

Through a property management system, hotels can 
maintain static descriptions of their properties. This 
information may include specific room configurations, hotel 
amenities, images of the properties, and other information 
that does not frequently change.

With a central reservation system, hoteliers can create rates 
and availability information that may adjust to different 
time periods. A CRS can also include any rate variations, 
such a daily rates, full pattern length of stay rates, etc. This 
information is very dynamic and can change constantly 
due to bookings, demand, availability, and promotional 

campaigns. To learn more about this initial step, read our 
companion eBook, 3 Simple Steps to Going Online for Small 
Lodging Providers. The eBook is a comprehensive resource 
that guides independent hoteliers through the process of 
creating an internet presence and integrating an online 
booking engine.
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STEP 2: Choose a channel manager that 
works effectively with your online booking 
engine and a number of channels.

After you have established an online presence, you’ll need 
to choose an effective channel manager that works with 
primary channels and integrates seamlessly with your online 
booking engine. 

Ideally, you’d like to utilise a solution that handles everything 
through one platform. For instance, if you choose the 
online booking engine of One by DerbySoft, you are ensured 
seamless integration with the platform’s channel manager.  
To explore all of the innovative modules of One by 
DerbySoft, sign up for a no-obligation, free 30-day trial.

As discussed, the pooled inventory model avoids overbooking 
as well as underutilisation, thereby offering the best 
possibility of maximising occupancy and revenue. A good 
channel manager, such as the module bundled in One by 
DerbySoft, offers you the capability to utilise this preferred 
model. Essentially, your online booking engine and channel 
manager are the building blocks for your hotel distribution 
and marketing strategy, and a better foundation results in 
better outcomes.

STEP 3: Fine-tune your channels and 
strategy. 

Once the channel manager is setup and configured to your 
property, monitor how individual channels perform. A good 
channel manager offers you intuitive and relevant information 
that allows users to quickly react to important findings.  
The dashboard of One, as shown to the right, offers real-
time information at a glance, allowing you to easily evaluate 
channel performance. In addition, your ability to make 
informed changes that may improve performance is at  
your fingertips.

By utilising an interactive interface, you’re always up-to-
speed regarding your bookings, occupancy rates, as well as 
current and projected revenue levels. In addition, the channel 
manager provides a detailed breakdown of each channel’s 
booking history, including your hotel website’s  
direct bookings. 

As you dig deeper into booking patterns, you’ll uncover a lot 
of valuable information. For example, do specific room types 
tend to perform better within certain channels? Adapt your 
overall strategy based on those findings.

Check the variation between a channel’s productivity and 
its commission structure to determine if adding or dropping 

Once you choose your channel manager, add primary 
channels that are best-suited for your business. Remember 
to also include your own hotel’s website as one of your 
channels. To a large extent, the choice of your channels 
determines how effectively and efficiently you generate 
bookings and maximise revenue. 

In order to significantly reduce commissions, while gathering 
complete customer data through bookings, you should also 
consider incorporating metasearch channels. Metasearch 
engines are cost-comparison sites that enable hotels to 
funnel traffic to direct bookings. To learn more about the 
benefits of metasearch and how to effectively integrate it into 
your distribution strategy, read our free eBook, Metasearch 
for Independent Hoteliers.

channels could help your bottom line. If a certain room type 
performs poorly across all channels, test variations of room 
descriptions on your website. Or, test variations in pricing and 
incentive structures to improve performance.
If your channel manager provides you with reliable reporting 
and actionable data, the possibilities for fine-tuning your 
channel management and overall distribution strategy are 
endless. 

... utilise a solution 
that handles 

everything through 
one platform.
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Thank You for Reading!
DerbySoft’s new offering, One, is specifically designed to 
help independent hotels effectively and efficiently manage 
their property. Through a single platform with a single login, 
you can easily manage both primary and niche channels to 
expand your online reach.

Along with its easy-to-use Channel Manager, the all-in-
One solution also features a fully-integrated online booking 
engine, as well as a website builder, metasearch manager, 
and more! 

To experience the platform’s capabilities, modules, and user-
friendly interface, sign up today for a no-obligation,  
free 30-day trial!

GLOSSARY

Availability – How many particular room types are available 
for occupancy on specific dates in a specific rate plan.

Booking Engine – A functionality that is typically integrated 
into a hotel website, capable of accepting room reservations 
and payment over the internet.

Channel - Any business that markets your property and 
generates bookings on your behalf.

Channel Manager - A module that integrates into your online 
booking engine and channel partners to manage the flow of 
rates and availability to all channels and share booking data 
with the booking engine.

CRS – (Central Reservation System). A custom software 
system for managing reservations, as well as dynamic data 
such as rates and availability. Typically developed for larger 
chains.

GDS – (Global Distribution System). A system that provides 
hotel rates and availability information to travel agents, 
allowing agents to make reservations on behalf of their 
clients. Originally developed for the aviation industry.

Metasearch Engine – A cost-comparison website that 
allows hotel suppliers and distributors to present rates and 
availability information directly to consumers. Effective for 
direct bookings.

OTA – (Online Travel Agent). Travel agencies that specialise 
in marketing and selling travel products, such as flights and 
hotel accommodations, over the internet.

Partitioned Inventory Model – A channel management 
approach that splits inventory and offers specific rooms to 
different channels to generate bookings. Commonly results in 
underutilisation. 

PMS – (Property Management System). A custom software 
system used to manage static property information, such as 
hotel and room descriptions, property images, and customer 
reviews. Typically developed for larger chains.

Pooled Inventory Model - A channel management approach 
that shares all available inventory information across multiple 
channels. The most effective method to prevent overbooking, 
rate disparity, and underutilisation.

Rates – Cost of reserving a room for a given date range in a 
specific plan of occupancy.
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For more information on One by DerbySoft and for 
other free resources go to

DerbySoft.com/One/Resources

“Super easy set up. In only three steps 
one can already access the platform 

and see how it looks like.”
JANKO RAKOVICH

Hotel Cattaro, Montenegro

“The design is so light, easy and clear”
ANGIE BOLDT

Beach House Nelson, New Zealand


